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LEE-SURFACE HEATING AND FLOW PHENOMENA ON
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS AT LARGE ANGLES OF ATTACK
AND HYPERSONIC SPEEDS
By Jerry N. Hefner
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
The lee-surface flow phenomena on a delta-wing orbiter and a straight-wing orbiter
at angles of attack between 0° and 50° have been investigated at a free-stream Mach num-
ber of 6. Limited studies of the delta-wing orbiter were conducted at a Mach number
of 19. Heat-transfer data, pressure distributions, and oil-flow studies were employed to
experimentally examine the nature of the surface flow and the severity of the lee-surf ace
heating. Reynolds number and angle of attack were found to significantly affect the severe
vortex-induced peak heating on the lee surfaces of the orbiters. Vortex-induced heating
was found to be extremely geometry dependent, and modifications to the lee-surface
geometry reduced the severity of the lee-surface heating. Problem areas are defined
and areas for further study are recommended.
INTRODUCTION
Lee-surf ace heating on space-shuttle configurations has often been regarded as
relatively insignificant since the lee surfaces are generally sheltered from the main
stream. However, recent experimental studies have shown the strong influence of vor-
tices on the lee-surface heating on several conceptual shuttle orbiters. (See refs. 1 to 5.)
The present report discusses and summarizes the results of an experimental program to
evaluate the lee-surf ace heating and flow field on space-shuttle-type geometries. Some
of the results of this program have been reported by the present author in references 1
and 2.
The present investigation of the lee-surf ace flow phenomena was conducted on a
delta-wing orbiter and a straight-wing orbiter at a free-stream Mach number of 6. Lim-
ited studies of the delta-wing orbiter were also conducted at a Mach number of 19. Heat-
transfer data obtained by the phase-change-paint technique (ref. 6), pressure distributions,
and oil-flow studies were employed to experimentally examine the nature of the surface
flow and the severity of the lee-surface heating. Variables in the investigation included
free-stream Reynolds number (0.36 x 107 to 2.52 x 107 per meter), angle of attack (0°
to 50°), and modifications to nose and lee-surf ace geometry. Problem areas are defined
and areas for further study are recommended.
SYMBOLS
h local heat-transfer coefficient
href stagnation heat-transfer coefficient on a 0.30 5-m-radius sphere scaled
by same factor as wind-tunnel model
L model length
MOO free-stream Mach number
No* free-stream Stanton number
J
p static pressure
Roo free-stream unit Reynolds number
ROO L free-stream Reynolds number based on model length
»
Roo x free-stream Reynolds number based on distance to peak heating
r planform nose radius
Tw radiation equilibrium surface temperature
x longitudinal distance measured along surface from model nose
y spanwise distance measured along surface from lee-surface meridian
a angle of attack
Subscripts:
peak conditions at position of maximum lee-surface vortex-induced heating
oo free-stream conditions
APPARATUS AND METHODS
Tunnels
The studies at a Mach number of 6 were conducted in the Langley 20-inch Mach 6
tunnel. A complete description of this tunnel and its calibration is given in the appendix
of reference 7.
The studies at a Mach number of 19 were conducted in the Langley hypersonic
nitrogen tunnel. A description of this facility and its calibration is given in reference 8.
Model Description and Instrumentation
Two conceptual space shuttle orbiters were employed in the investigation and are
shown in figure 1. The delta-wing orbiter (described in ref. 9) is representative of a
high-cross-range configuration, and two scale models of it were tested - a 0.00635-scale
model with r/L = 0.02 and a 0.00397-scale model with r/L = 0.01. The straight-wing
orbiter (described in ref. 10) was selected to illustrate a gross difference in geometry
and is representative of a low-cross-range orbiter. The scale of the straight-wing
orbiter was 0.00725. Since the delta-wing orbiter is of much greater interest, the major
emphasis of this paper will be placed on the delta-wing configuration.
Heat-transfer models used in the investigation were made of a mica-stycast resin.
These models, together with additional aluminum models (0.00635-scale delta-wing
orbiter and 0.00725-scale straight-wing orbiter), were used in the oil-flow studies. An
aluminum 0.00635-scale delta-wing model was also instrumented with nine pressure
orifices located along the lee-surface meridian.
Test Conditions
The tests at a Mach number of 6 were conducted at free-stream Reynolds numbers
from 0.36 x 10^ to 2.52 x 10^ per meter. The total temperature was nearly constant at
497 K, and the wall-to-total temperature ratio was approximately 0.6. The angle of
attack was varied from 0° to 50°.
The tests at a Mach number of 19 were conducted at a free-stream Reynolds num-
ber of 0.38 x 107 per meter. The total temperature was 1600 K, and the wall-to-total
temperature ratio was approximately 0.2. Three angles of attack (0°, 20°, 37°) were
examined.
Test Methods
Heat-transfer data were obtained by using the phase-change-paint technique (ref. 6)
and were recorded on 35-mm motion-picture film at the rate of 10 frames per second.
The characteristics of the grid network used in determining the location of the constant-
heating lines are shown in figure 2. Phase-change paints were utilized which allowed
adequate data reduction with minimum conduction errors. Pressure data on the delta-
wing orbiter were measured by multirange capacitance-type pressure transducers which
were accurate to within 0.25 percent full scale, and the electrical output from these
transducers was recorded on magnetic tape and processed by an electronic data proc-
essing system.
Oil-flow studies were conducted to examine the surface flow, relative shear, and
separation boundaries on the upper surfaces of the orbiter body and wings. A mixture
of silicon oil and lampblack was distributed in random dots of varying sizes over the
entire upper surface of the model. Photographs were then taken of the models after each
test.
Data Reduction
The heat-transfer data were reduced to local heat-transfer coefficients by the
method of reference 6. Since recovery factors for lee-side flow are unknown, the pres-
ent data are reduced assuming a laminar recovery factor of 0.86 based on free-stream
conditions. The local heat-transfer coefficient was normalized by the calculated stagna-
tion heat-transfer coefficient (method of Fay and Riddell, ref. 11) on a sphere having a
0.305-m radius scaled by the same factor as the model at the same test conditions. The
local static pressure was normalized by the calculated free-stream static pressure
based on the measured free-stream total pressure and Mach 6 flow.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flow-Field Characteristics
Oil-flow studies at Mach 6 on the upper surfaces of the delta-wing orbiter at angle
of attack show the presence of numerous vortices and relatively large areas of flow sepa-
ration with low shear. (See figs. 3 and 4.) The oil-flow photograph and schematic shown
in figure 3 identify the various characteristics of the lee-surface flow. The schematic
was developed by analyzing the results of the oil-flow studies by using knowledge of vor-
tex flows over simplified geometries. The windward-surface flow expands around to the
lee surface and remains attached for a finite distance before it separates and forms a
vortex. Over the forward portion of the fuselage, this vortex scrubs the lee surface in
the vicinity of the lee meridian (scrubbing action of vortices is indicated by featherlike
oil smears) and induces a secondary vortex (smaller in size) as indicated in the sche-
matic of figure 3. Over the aft portion of the fuselage, the windward-surface flow again
expands around the wing leading edge and separates after remaining attached for a finite
distance. The vortex then interacts with the side of the fuselage. The outer stream-
lines of the viscous layer flow over the vortex and attach onto the lee surface, remain
attached briefly, and then separate. This process gives rise to another vortex-which
lifts off the surface. A comparison of the heating distributions and oil-flow patterns in
figure 4 shows that relatively high heating accompanies the interaction of the vortex with
the lee surface, whereas lower heating accompanies separation and low surface shear.
Effect of Angle of Attack
Vortices strongly influence the surface flow and the heating on the delta-wing
orbiter over the angle-of-attack range of 20° to 50°, with peak lee-surface heating occur-
ring on the lee meridian, generally within the foremost 30 percent of the overall fuselage
length. (See fig. 4.) Heating along the lee-surface meridian is presented in figure 5 for
various angles of attack. Several heating peaks (all of which exceed the heating at zero
angle of attack) are generated as the angle of attack is increased. The first of these
peaks is always the maximum and occurs within a region where vortices, shed from the
foremost portion of the fuselage, interact with the surface. (Compare the oil flow and
heating in fig. 4.) An explanation of how the other heating peaks originate is not available
at this time, and basic fluid-mechanic studies are needed to provide an understanding of
these phenomena. However, with the aid of the oil-flow photographs in figure 4, one
could postulate that after the initial vortex-surface interaction a boundary-layer-type
flow is reestablished on the lee surface. This flow is subject to numerous influences
such as transition, separation, and varying cross flow. Nevertheless, the maximum lee-
meridian heating increases rapidly as the angle of attack approaches 30° (fig. 6(a)) and
tends to level off between angles of attack of 30° and 45°. Increasing angle of attack has
a significant effect on the position of peak heating, especially to 35° angle of attack. (See
fig. 6(b).)
The heating along the lee meridian does not vary in proportion with the lee-
meridan pressures. (See fig. 7.) The surface pressures show no abrupt increases in the
regions of peak heating. In fact, the magnitude of the pressures at the position of peak
heating is nearly constant with increasing angle of attack. This result is in contrast to
the heating behavior with angle of attack and indicates that the peak heating is not caused
by simply an abrupt increase in static pressure. A more probable explanation is that
the peak heating is caused by the thinning of the viscous shear layer (which acts as an
insulator against the high-energy inviscid flow) as a result of outflow induced by the vor-
tices. A similar explanation was given in reference 12 for vortex-induced heating on a
planar delta wing at low incidence. Limited vapor-screen tests were conducted on the
lee surface of the delta-wing orbiter to evaluate this concept; however,.details of the flow
field were obscured apparently by the large entropy gradients generated by the windward
surface and blunt nose (fig. 8).
The severity of the peak heating on the delta-wing orbiter is evident when the heat-
ing rates are converted to radiation equilibrium temperatures (fig. 5) and these tempera-
tures are compared with the structural limits for titanium (approximately 620 K). The
resulting temperatures varied from 455 K to a peak of 670 K for an angle of attack of 20°
assuming an emissivity of 0.8 and a maximum stagnation heat-transfer rate for a typical
1500-nautical-mile cross-range trajectory (ref. 13) of 136 kW/m2. (See fig. 5.) This
result is dependent upon the choice of the trajectory used in the calculation procedure.
Lee-surf ace heating exceeding that at zero angle of attack is not confined to the
region of the meridian since vortices also interact with the sides of the orbiter fuselage.
(See oil-flow photographs in fig. 4.) Spanwise heating at several longitudinal locations
are shown in figure 9 for angles of attack of 0°, 20°, and 40°. The composite sketch in
figure 10 illustrates graphically the regions of heating above that at zero angle of attack.
As evidenced by figures 3 to 10, it is important to realize that heating data gener-
ated for only selected longitudinal locations on a given geometry do not define the lee-
surface flow phenomena since the heating is nonuniform. This is particularly true when
data sufficiently close to the nose have not been obtained.
Effect of Reynolds Number
The present results show that Reynolds number strongly influences the lee-surface
heating. On the lee meridian of the delta-wing orbiter models, increasing Reynolds
number increases vortex-induced peak heating over the forward portion of the fuselage
(x/L < 0.5) and decreases the heating in the separated flow region over the aft portion
of the fuselage. (See figs. 11 and 12.) Static pressures (fig. 13) along the lee meridian
decreased with increasing Reynolds number. This behavior in the separated flow region
over the aft portion of the fuselage is indicative of transitional base flow separation
(ref. 14) and helps to explain the decrease in heating in that area.
Although the heating distributions for the two different scale orbiter models differ
slightly, the heating peaks over the forward portion of both models evolve progressively
with increasing Reynolds number. (See figs. 11 and 12.) Note the absence of peak heat-
ing for x/L < 0.5 on the smaller scale orbiter at a = 20° for body-length Reynolds
numbers of 1.2 x 106 and 0.7 x 106 (fig. 12(a)). (The peak heating at x/L « 0.75 for
c
ROO L = 1-2 x 10 is not believed to be vortex-induced heating since oil-flow patterns
do not indicate the interaction of vortices with the lee surfaces in this region; for
Roo,L = 0.7 x 106, no heat-transfer data were obtainable below h/href ~ 0.012 since the
phase-change paint did not melt below this value.) A "threshold" Reynolds number exists,
in this instance based on body length, between 1.2 x 10^ and 2.2 x 10^ where peak heating
decreases abruptly. Oil-flow studies, not shown herein, at these lower Reynolds num-
bers still exhibit the featherlike reattachment regions identified at the higher Reynolds
numbers. Therefore, the lack of peak heating and the existence of a threshold Reynolds
number cannot be attributed to an elimination of the lee-side vortices. At a = 35°, the
test Reynolds numbers for the smaller model are apparently above the threshold for that
angle of attack since no abrupt decrease in peak heating was observed with decreasing
Reynolds number. The presence of a threshold Reynolds number may well offer one of
many explanations of why some investigators have failed to detect vortex-induced peak
heating.
The variation in magnitude and location of the vortex-induced peak heating with
body-length Reynolds number is presented in figure 14. Although the peak heating
increases significantly with Reynolds number, the location of the heating peaks is rela-
tively insensitive to Reynolds number. Note also that even though the relative nose blunt-
ness (r/L) for the small-scale orbiter was half as large as that for the 0.00635-scale
model, very little effect was observed on the magnitude or position of peak heating for
Reynolds numbers above the threshold. Therefore, vortex-induced peak heating for
the present delta-wing orbiter is concluded to be a weak function of nose bluntness for
Reynolds numbers above the threshold. However, nose bluntness apparently influenced
the threshold Reynolds number since the data at a = 20° indicate that a threshold
occurred only for the smaller scale model with a relatively smaller nose bluntness.
An analysis of the heating data in terms of boundary-layer properties and flow
phenomena is difficult when heating is reduced only in the form of h/href since href
is primarily useful in evaluating laminar heating for attached flows. Therefore, fig-
ure 15 presents the variation of the vortex-induced peak heating in terms of the free-
stream Stanton number in addition to h/href as a function of the free-stream Reynolds
number based on the distance to the position of peak heating (Roo,x)- Although the peak
h/href increases significantly with ROO}X> the peak heating in terms of Stanton number
for a constant angle of attack is a relatively weak function of Reynolds number and
increases only slightly. It should be emphasized that all the peaks were obtained at con-
ditions above the threshold Reynolds number, in this instance based on distance to peak
heating. In figure 16, for an angle of attack of 20°, a maximum heating for the vortex -
influenced area beyond the attached flow region on the nose, 0.1 < x/L < 0.5 (fig. 12(a)),
is shown for the test conditions (R^x ~ °-25 x lo6 and 0«4 x 1°6) below the threshold
where no peak occurred. A somewhat similar heating behavior has been observed with
decreasing Reynolds number in the reattachment regions of separated boundary layers
when the reattaching flow is transitional (ref. 15). Although the analogy between reattach-
ment heating and vortex-induced heating should not be extended too far, the observed
Reynolds number behavior suggests that the flow in the region of peak heating for these
tests is transitional; the .rapid decrease in heating with further reductions in Reynolds
number is associated with the flow (not necessarily on the surface) becoming laminar.
One might suppose that the Reynolds numbers are too low for transitional flow to occur;
however, some vortices are known to be highly unstable and thus may produce transi-
tional flow at relatively low Reynolds numbers somewhat similar to that for wake flow
(ref. 16). Furthermore, pressures measured along the lee meridian (fig. 13) increase
with decreasing Reynolds numbers, a trend opposite in behavior with heating and charac-
teristic of transitional flow reattachment (ref. 14). Further studies are necessary to
determine both the specific cause of the rapid decrease in heating below the threshold
and the parameter on which to define this threshold Reynolds number.
Effect of Mach Number
Lee-surf ace heating obtained at both Mach 19 and Mach 6 on the 0.00397-scale
delta-wing orbiter are shown for ROO L ~ 0.7 x 106 in figure 17. No vortex-induced
heating peaks (as opposed to maximum heating on the nose) for x/L < 0.5 were found
for either a = 20° or a = 37° at Mach 19, and the heating level was significantly
lower than that for a = 0°. The heating was also lower than that found at Mach 6.
Unpublished oil-flow patterns at Mach 19 were found to be similar to those at Mach 6
with the exception that the featherlike signature, characteristic of vortex flows, was not
clearly defined. This should not necessarily be attributed to the lack of lee-surf ace
vortices since the surface shear may have been too low to move the oil and, hence, the
characteristic featherlike pattern would not be formed. Since no peak heating occurred,
the Reynolds number for the Mach 19 data was undoubtedly below the threshold. This
is a reasonable conclusion since the Mach 19 Reynolds number Roo,L was below the
Mach 6 threshold value for a = 20° and the local Reynolds numbers at Mach 19 were,
of course, much lower than those at Mach 6. These high Mach number results are not
sufficient to define the effect of Mach number since the influence of Reynolds number
complicates the analysis. Additional studies to determine the Mach number effect are
necessary since the effect of Mach number is required for an application of wind-tunnel
results to flight conditions.
i
Effect of Geometry
The significant effect of configuration geometry on the magnitude and distribution
of the lee-surface heating and surface flow is apparent by comparing figures 4 and 18.
(Figure 19 summarizes the comparison of the heating.) The limited oil-flow and heating
studies on the straight-wing orbiter show that vortices and vortex-induced heating are
present on the lee side. However, the maximum heating peaks on the straight-wing
orbiter occur at zero angle of attack and are a result of the canopy-induced shock-
boundary-layer interaction over the forward portion of the fuselage, and transition and
the dorsal fin over the aft portion. In contrast, the maximum heating on the delta-wing
orbiter (compared with that on the straight-wing orbiter in fig. 19) occurred at a = 50°
as a result of the vortex-surf ace interaction. The important point to emphasize is that
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a gross difference in configuration geometry can significantly affect the vortex-induced
heating on the shuttle orbiter.
Although complete knowledge of the influence of lee-surf ace geometry is not pres-
ently available, simple variations in the lee-surface geometry strongly influence the
vortex-induced heating. Dramatic reductions in the vortex-induced heating have been
realized by altering the planform shape and lee-surf ace geometry of several planar delta
wings at low incidence (refs. 12 and 17). The potential of varying the lee-surface geom-
etry on the shuttle to reduce heating is shown for several configurations at Mach 6 and 8
in figure 20. The Mach 6 data show the results of a modification to the existing delta-
wing orbiter model. The rationale behind this modification primarily involved the altera-
tion of the lee-surface geometry to encourage the vortices, if present, to break away from
the lee surface. The initial slope of the lee meridian was increased and broken sharply
with the hope that the vortices would lift off the surface at the geometry discontinuity. As
the data reveal, the'heating level was reduced significantly over a major portion'of the
leeward meridian. (No heating data were obtained on the modified configuration beyond
x/L * 0.33 and below h/href ~ 0.095 since the phase-change paint did not melt beyond
these points.)
Further verification of the concept of reducing lee-surf ace heating by modifying the
upper surface geometry to induce vortex lift-off can be found by comparing reference 3 .
with unpublished data obtained in the Langley Mach 8 variable-density hypersonic tunnel
by H. D. Schultz and K. W. McGee of Lockheed Missiles & Space Company. The profiles
of the orbiters tested at Mach 8 are shown in figure 20. The configuration of Schultz and
McGee with relatively large initial slope angle and sharp break in contour generated rela-
tively low lee-surface heating in comparison with the configuration of Connor, which-had
a more gradually changing contour. Therefore, it seems advantageous in terms of heat-
ing to shape the upper surface of the shuttle with a relatively large initial slope that
breaks sharply to encourage vortex lift-off. Although some of the current shuttle con-
cepts utilize profiles somewhat similar to those which produced the lower lee-surface
heating, additional guidelines for configuring the shuttle to insure reductions in vortex-
induced heating are needed.
Application of Wind-Tunnel Results to Flight Environments " - rt ::
Lee-surf ace vortex-induced heating should be expected on some of the conceptual
shuttle configurations in flight. However, it is difficult to determine quantitatively the
severity of the vortex-induced heating since the heating is influenced by numerous inter-
related parameters (i.e., Mach number, Reynolds number, angle of attack, geometry, and
probably real-gas effects and wall cooling). Furthermore, this complicated interrelation
of parameters precludes satisfactory theoretical heating predictions at this time.
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Application of the present wind-tunnel results at Mach 6 and 19 to projected shuttle
flight trajectories (ref. 13) is instructive in indicating the severity of the lee-surface
heating in flight. (See fig. 21.) The radiation equilibrium surface temperatures were
calculated for the maximum vortex-induced heating rates obtained experimentally on the
lee surface of the 0.00397-scale delta-wing orbiter at a - 20° for several Reynolds
numbers. The maximum stagnation heat-transfer rate used in the calculation of surface
temperatures was assumed to be 136 kW/m2 for Mach 6 and 790 kW/m2 for Mach 19
based on typical high-cross-range trajectories (ref. 13). At the higher Reynolds num-
bers at Mach 6, which are approaching the projected flight Reynolds numbers, the surface
temperatures are significantly greater than the established structural limit for titanium.
Below the threshold Reynolds number, however, the surface temperatures are appreciably
lower. The insert of figure 21 shows the important influence of threshold Reynolds num-
ber on the surface temperatures.
At Mach 19, the surface temperatures for R^L = 0.7 x 10^ were below the struc-
tural limit for titanium; undoubtedly, this Reynolds number was below the threshold
Reynolds number for the particular test conditions. Although it is not known how much
the Mach 19 conditions were below the threshold Reynolds number, application of the
experimental Mach 6 Reynolds number effects on peak heating to the expected flight
Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers (fig. 22) indicates that the most severe vortex-
induced heating will occur at the lower hypersonic Mach numbers (e.g., Mach 7 to 15).
The rather conservative assumptions made to obtain this conclusion are indicated in fig-
ure 22. Since the lee-surface heating problem is extremely complex, completely defini-
tive studies of lee-surface heating throughout the Mach number range cannot be obtained
until the shuttle geometries have been partially fixed. However, utilization of lee-surf ace
shaping guidelines, which are now under development, is recommended for the reduction
of vortex-induced lee-surf ace heating.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of a continuing experimental lee-surface heating investigation at Mach num-
bers of 6 and 19 on two conceptual space shuttle orbiters have been presented with the
following conclusions:
1. The severity of vortex-induced lee-surface heating is strongly influenced by
Reynolds number, and there exists a threshold Reynolds number below which peak heat-
ing decreases abruptly with decreasing Reynolds number.
2. Relatively low lee-surface heating was found for the test conditions at Mach 19
which were undoubtedly below the threshold Reynolds number. However, these results
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were insufficient to define Mach number effects on heating since the Reynolds number
influence is interrelated with Mach number.
3. Vortex-induced peak heating is a relatively weak function of nose bluntness for
Reynolds numbers above the threshold. A variation in nose bluntness by a factor of 2
had little effect on the magnitude or position of peak heating. However, the data indicate
that nose bluntness influences the threshold Reynolds number.
4. Variations in lee-surface geometry strongly influence vortex-induced peak heat-
ing. Modifying upper surface geometry to encourage vortex lift-off reduced the vortex-
induced heating; additional guidelines to insure this reduction in heating are necessary.
5. At the position of peak heating, the pressures decrease slightly with increasing
Reynolds number and remain nearly constant with increasing angle of attack. In contrast,
the peak heating increased with Reynolds number and angle of attack.
6. Vortex-induced heating should be expected on the shuttle in flight with the most
severe lee-surface heating probably occurring at the lower hypersonic Mach numbers.
A quantitative determination of this heating is very difficult since it is influenced by
numerous interrelated parameters; continuing research is indicated.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., October 13, 1972.
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Figure 4.- Surface flow and heating on 0.00635-scale delta-wing orbiter. M^ = 6;
ROO
 L = 5.2 x 106.
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Figure 4.- Concluded.
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Figure 6.- Effect of angle of attack on lee-meridian peak heating for 0.00635-scale
delta-wing orbiter. = 6; L = 5.2 x 106.
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Figure 9.- Spanwise heating distribution on lee surface of 0.00635-scale
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Figure 10.- Regions of increased heating on lee surface of 0.00635-scale
delta-wing orbiter. M^ = 6; R
 L = 5.2 x 106.
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Figure 11.- Variation in heating with Reynolds number for
0.00635-scale delta-wing orbiter.
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Figure 12.- Variation in heating with Reynolds number for
0.00397-scale delta-wing orbiter.
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Figure 13.- Variation of lee-meridian pressure distribution with Reynolds number for
0.00635-scale delta-wing orbiter. M^ = 6.
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Figure 14.- Effect of Reynolds number on peak heating on delta-wing orbiter.
Mm = 6.
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Figure 18.- Surface flow and heating on 0.00725-scale straight-wing orbiter.
Moo = 6; Roo,L « 4.3 X 106.
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• Mach 6 Reynolds number effect on delta-wing orbiter (a= 20°)
• Mach number and real-gas effects neglected
• Wall-temperature correction neglected
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Figure 22.- Vortex-induced surface temperatures for flight.
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